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Challenger Enjoys
a Birthday

Quad City’s prolific design turns 25,
aims for bigger things.

By Bryan Quickmire

Editor’s Note: This story arrived
from Canadian Quad City distributor Bryan Quickmire, who
attended the event.
Last fall, some 250 enthusiasts
gathered at Erie Airpark, in Illinois, to celebrate a major milestone: The 25th anniversary of
the Quad City Challenger line of
aircraft. A quarter century of continuous operation with the same
ownership and management is
quite an achievement in the aviation universe and especially in the
world of kit aircraft. Quad City
has manufactured more than 3500
Challengers to date.
A flock of 56 Challengers was
arrayed in neat rows along the
flight line. They dated from the
1980s to the present, and included
single- and two-seaters, long wings On final to Erie Airpark last fall, to the Challenger’s 25th birthday party. Fans of lightweight,
and clip wings. All of the popular wind-in-your-armpits flying will find this an enticing image. All told, 56 Challengers met for the
engines were represented as well as reunion party.
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every conceivable factory and aftermarket goodie. The color schemes showed
amazing creativity—no two Challengers were alike.
In addition to a large collection of
Midwest fliers, five Challengers on
amphibious floats arrived after a 1000mile formation flight from Canada, and
a trio of Challengers arrived from the
opposite direction after a flight of similar distance from the Deep South.

The Special
Challenger
Quad City, having burst through the
25-year mark, is looking forward,
the company says. A new Challenger
II Light Sport Special employs a host
of updates to become a competitive
Experimental/Amateur-Built entry
to the field. Starting at $17,305, the
Special has revised aerodynamics, new
landing gear and the option of Rotax
503, 583 or HKS 700E power.
According to the company, the
newest single-seat Challenger was
“designed to meet both the spirit
and the letter of FAR Part 103 for true
ultralights.” It comes in under the 254pound maximum empty weight limit;
its maximum pilot weight with two
hours of fuel onboard is 250 pounds.
The Challenger 103 is powered by
the Hirth F-33 dual-ignition engine.
Standard equipment includes pre-sewn
sailcloth wings as well as basic instruments plus flaperons with adjustable
pitch trim.
The company says the quickbuild kit
can be assembled in fewer than 100
hours by a first-timer. It is available as
a complete package including engine
or split into airframe and powerplant
sections. Kit prices range from $9215 to
$12,965 less engine.
—Marc Cook

A Challenger sets down on the grass, passenger’s arm on the sill...just as it was meant to
be. A new, improved LSA-legal Challenger is being produced today.

Karen Oltman, manager at Quad City,
was the emcee for the awards ceremony,
and presentations were made by Dave
Goulet, company president. Patrick
Vinet from Montreal, Canada, earned
the Farthest Flown–International award
for his 1150-mile voyage. The honor for

Farthest Flown–Domestic was accorded
to Danny Tyre for his 950-mile journey
from southern Georgia.
For Best Showplane, the People’s
Choice was N547DF, an artfully decorated Challenger II-503 on wheels flown
in from Oklahoma by owner Daniel
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25th Anniversary continued

TIMELINE AUGUST 1988 - OCTOBER 1988

Person and dealer George Hurt. The
President’s Choice was C-IROC, an
elegant Challenger II-582 on Puddlejumper amphibious floats flown in
from Georgian Bay, Canada, by Bryan
Quickmire and built by Gord Allan and
Bob Pearson.
The event was hosted by Jim and
Sue Robinson, owners of Erie Airpark,
whose Midwestern hospitality made
every attendee feel like a long lost member of the family. The perfect weather,
campfire cookouts, live music and camaraderie made this an especially memorable happening for the Challenger
community.

August 1988
In the “Letters” page, Ted Setzer, president of Stoddard-Hamilton, takes Lancair founder Lance
Neibauer to task for denigrating room-temperature composite fabrication (in an earlier letter
to the editor). Setzer explains that the company abandoned oven-cured prepreg parts in favor
of a wet-layup system because it is a superior system and delivers the best airframe construction to the homebuilder.

A Bit of History

The first-single seat Challenger ultralight was introduced in 1983, and the
two-seat Challenger ultralight trainer
was introduced a year later. A surprising
number of those elderly Challengers are
still flying today. Over the years there
have been countless improvements in
durability, performance, comfort and
appearance. The huge increase in capabilities means that now the vast majority of Challengers carry N numbers
instead of being operated under Part
103. Today’s new generation of Challengers carries forward the mantle of
sleek and sexy. J
For more information, contact Quad Cities at www.quadcitychallenger.com or
phone 309/764-3515.

In “Around the Patch” an item announces the impending debut at Oshkosh ’88 of the Infinity
One two-place composite canard from companies located in the San Diego area. Powered by
a Mazda-based rotary engine, the Infinity One claimed an expected cruise of 275 to 300 mph,
climb in excess of 1500 fpm and a range of 2000 s.m. on 210 hp.
Ultralight fliers as test pilots? Dave Martin’s article explains how those who fly ultralights are
in effect taking on some of the responsibilities of flight testing. On the first few flights, the
pilot is like a production test pilot, determining whether the specifications meet the actual
performance numbers. He advocates gaining experience in the type of aircraft beforehand,
doing a thorough preflight and having a plan: Plan the flight, then fly the plan.
September 1988
Here’s an item from the “Builders’ Bookshelf” that may come in handy if the FAA’s new guidance for commercial assistance/fabrication becomes more restrictive: Propeller Making for the
Amateur by Eric Clutton. Says the short review, “Designed for the amateur builder, the books
assumes no prior knowledge, but the author warns that making your first laminated wooden
propeller will take 30 to 35 hours.”
Among the new products in this issue is the Stormscope Weather System from 3M Aviation
Safety Systems. The Stormscope’s two new weather-mapping systems chart thunderstorms by
“detecting, measuring and correlating electrical and magnetic discharges in the atmosphere.”
Stormscope also detects intracloud lightning, and the WX-1000+ indicates turbulence and
wind shear. Prices: $8995 for the WX-1000 and $9995 for the plus version.
October 1988
It is announced in “Twice Around the Patch” that Prescott Aeronautical, which marketed the
Prescott Pusher, is quitting its Wichita, Kansas, operation. The company was being sold to an
Australian outfit, which offered no plans about further development of the design.
“Patch” also reports that Molt Taylor of Longview, Washington, is seeking financial backing for
his latest flying automobile. Taylor’s Aerocar was developed in the 1950s, but it never made it
into large-scale production. The first of his new kits were to be powered by a 420-hp Allison
turbine engine and a pusher prop, which would yield an estimated cruise speed of 165 mph.
Less expensive piston engines would follow.
The cover subject this month is the Lancair 320, which is the longer, larger, more powerful
version of the Lancair 235. Unusual for a composite aircraft, it is painted bright red.
LeRoy Cook celebrates the BD-4’s 20th year as an American kitbuilt aircraft.
Dave Martin reviews Electronics International (EI) and Masten Products Inc. (MPI) engine
analyzers that monitor EGT CHT and oil pressure. Alarm and clock functions are also included
on the MPI unit.

Amphib Challengers combine the best
aspects of a light, inexpensive aircraft with
all the water fun you can handle.
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A full-page Lancair advertisement runs a side-by-side comparison of the Lancair 320 and the
Glasair II, claiming an overall savings on the Lancair kit of more than $4400 (on a total price of
$20,760).
www.kitplanes.com

